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Controlled foreign corporation D, incorporated under the laws of foreign country Y, and controlled foreign corporation E,
incorporated under the laws of foreign country X, are related persons. Corporation D purchases from E Corporation sulphur
extracted by E Corporation from deposits located in country X. Corporation D sells the sulphur to F Corporation, an unrelated
person, for delivery to F Corporation's storage facilities located in country Y. At the time of the sale of the sulphur from D
Corporation to F Corporation, D Corporation knows that F Corporation is actively engaged in the business of selling a large
amount of sulphur in country Y but also that F Corporation sells, in the normal course of its business, 25% of its sulphur for
ultimate consumption in foreign country Z. However, D Corporation has no knowledge at the time of sale whether any portion
of the particular shipment it sells to F Corporation will be resold by F Corporation for ultimate use, consumption, or disposition
outside country Y. Moreover, delivery of the sulphur to F Corporation's storage facilities constitutes more than a temporary
interruption in the shipment of the sulphur. Under such circumstances, D Corporation may, but is not required to, trace the
ultimate disposition by F Corporation of the personal property sold to F Corporation; however, if D Corporation does not trace
the ultimate disposition and if it does not establish a different disposition as being proper, 25% of the sulphur sold by D
Corporation to F Corporation will be treated as being sold for consumption in country Z and 25% of the gross income from
the sale of sulphur by D Corporation to F Corporation will be treated as foreign base company sales income.
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